
Cubed Circle Newsletter 227 – We're Late, Just Like Gawker Media (RIP)

We are back with a very late newsletter this week due almost entirely to lab report related delays. 
However, there is still a lot to discuss in this week's issue, including all of the news with Sting's 
retirement, upcoming cards, the “conclusion” to the Gawker trial, which is really only the beginning
– and much more in the Pro-Wres Digest with Ben Carass. Plus, the Mixed Bag returns with a look 
at what may very well have been the best match of the year up until this point, discussion of WWE 
aesthetics, ROH, and must see BASARA. Ben also looks at last week's edition of RAW, Roadblock,
and Mid-South from '82 with the infamous airing of the first Kamala vignette on Mid-South TV 
through 2016 eyes! 

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor 

The Pro-Wres Digest for March 13th  – March 19th. 
Ben Carass. 

[EDITOR'S NOTE: This report was left unedited and was intended to have been posted on March 
20th, as such, some of the information may be out of date, and further information may be available 
for some stories.] 

TMZ broke the story on 17/3 that Steve “Sting” Borden's wrestling career is officially over, with the
typically classy headline, “Sting Retiring from Wrestling...Neck's Too Jacked Up,” - quality 
journalism. Sting had not wrestled since facing Seth Rollins for the WWE title at Night of 
Champions on September 20th 2015 in a match where he suffered a neck injury while taking a 
Powerbomb into the turnbuckle. Borden later revealed that he had cervical spinal stenosis: the same 
condition that forced Steve Austin and Edge into early retirement. The TMZ story claims that their 
“sources” told them that Sting was evaluated by “several” doctors, all of whom agreed it is “too 
risky” for him to get back in the ring again. TMZ's “sources” also claimed that Sting will make his 
“official” announcement about his retirement at the WWE Hall of Fame ceremony during his 
induction on 2/4. Sting was on Ric Flair's podcast in December last year and made the following 
remarks about his condition: 

"Yeah, MRI's and neurologists have been looking at it; Dr. Maroon out of Pittsburgh, he's looked at it.
He's telling me that I'll have to have a surgery. The dust only in the last couple weeks has kind of 
started to settle a little bit for me, just trying to get so much done in life but now it's time to go get this
thing taken care of. No, I'm hoping (they don't have to do a fusion surgery). I know that's one of the 
techniques that they use and I'm not sure if Dr. Maroon will have to do that or not. I've got two spots 
in my neck that are troublesome. I guess it's called cervical spinal stenosis. That's what it is. I have 
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two areas in my neck where the spinal canal, which holds the spinal cord, it's kind of choked off in 
two different locations. Lucky that a catastrophe didn't happen that night, long story short. I've got to 
go get it fixed. I guess John Cena had something very similar; he had his fixed, and Dr. Maroon has 
done several of the WWE guys up there and all with great success." 

At press-time, Sting nor the WWE have made any kind of statement. Sting is making some 
appearances for Big Time Wrestling this weekend in Altoona, PA and Danbury, CT, so you would 
imagine he will be answering questions about his retirement all weekend long.

Charlie Fulton sadly passed away on 12/3 in the Heartland of Marion hospital in Marion, OH, from 
complications due to to congestive heart failure. He was 67. Fulton's career lasted from 1968-1992 
and he was best know as an enhancement talent for Crockett in the 70's and into the 80's then later 
became a regular job guy for the WWF from 1982-1985. The Marion Star noted that Fulton 
wrestled against the likes of Ric Flair, Bruno Sammartino, Ricky Steamboat, Antonio Inoki, Tony 
Atlas, Eddie Gilbert, Rocky Johnson and Ivan Koloff, with his last match being against Koloff for 
the American States Wrestling Alliance, of which Fulton was part-owner. He was also a part of the 
Golden Fight Series for New Japan Pro Wrestling in May/June of 1976 – the tour which preceded 
the Inoki/Ali match on June 26th of that year – and even got a victory over Yoshiaki Fujiwara on 
Day Two of the Fight Series. After retiring, Fulton opened a wrestling school in his native Marion 
and trained the likes of Chris Harris and Sean Casey. Our condolences go out to Fulton's friends and
family. 

There are currently four matches annouonced for New Japan's Invasion Attack show from Sumo 
Hall on 10/4. The main event will see Kazuchika Okada defending the IWGP Heavyweight title 
against the winner of the 2016 New Japan Cup, Tetsuya Naito. Tomoaki Honma & Togi Makabe 
will face the team of Tama Tonga & Tanga Roa (the Guerillas of Destiny). Roa is Tonga's brother 
and worked as “Camacho” in the WWE. Will Ospreay's vs. Kushida for the IWGP Jr Heavyweight 
title was announced on Day Two of the New Japan Cup and also announced is Roppongi Vice 
challenging Ricochet & Matt Sydal for the IWGP Jr Heavyweight Tag titles. 

On 14/3, Goofy London Mayor, Boris Johnson, was asked on Twitter about London hosting 
WrestleMania at Wembley Stadium. Johnson replied that he was “dead keen” to bring the WWE's 
biggest show to the UK and noted that his great grandfather was a “fairground wrestler.” Obviously,
anybody with half a clue about how these things work can tell you that there is virtually zero chance
of the UK ever getting a WrestleMania due to the time zone difference. The UK is five hours ahead 
of the US east coast and eight hours ahead of the west, so unless WWE feels like running 
WrestleMania at 1am in London, or having the show start at 3pm EST in the US, it seems 
logistically impossible to run any PPV in the UK, never mind the biggest show of the year. It should
be noted that Johnson is viewed as somewhat of a caricature in the UK and he followed up his 
statement about bringing WrestleMania to the UK by saying “grass-roots sport benefited 400k since
2008.” Clearly, he has no idea what WrestleMania even is if he thinks professional wrestling is a 
“grass-roots sport.” 

Neville suffered a broken ankle and broken shin bone during his match with Chris Jericho on RAW 
this past Monday and is out of WrestleMania. The injury occurred when he went for a baseball slide
through Jericho's legs and his foot got stuck in the canvas. Neville tried to work through and finish 
the match, but when it was clear he couldn't even stand up Jericho called an audible and rolled him 
up for the pin. The problem was that the referee, Charles Robinson, held up his count because it 
wasn't the planned finish and Jericho became visibly angry then yelled, “He's hurt” at Robinson. 
Jericho shoved Robinson, who called for the DQ to end the match, however Jericho and Robinson 
continued to yell at each other in the ring – it became a very uncomfortable and tense deal. As is 
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usually the case with heated in-ring situations, everybody involved cooled down when they got to 
the back and apologies were offered on both sides. Neville was checked over by the trainers and 
doctors afterwards and the word is that he doesn't need surgery, although his leg will need to be in a 
cast for an undetermined amount of time so the bones have time to heal. 

Bray Wyatt also suffered a back injury some time last week and was unable to work the match with 
Brock Lesnar at RoadBlock. They did the exact same thing the night before in Montreal on 11/3, 
when Lesnar faced Bray Wyatt & Luke Harper in a handicap match and Wyatt stood on the floor the
entire time while Harper was thrown around by Lesnar. A fun note on the Montreal match was that 
Paul Heyman introduced Lesnar as hailing from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada, which 
obviously got a big babyface pop. At press time there is no word on how severe Wyatt's injury is or 
when it actually occurred. He worked the 7/3 RAW against Dean Ambrose and the 8/3 SmackDown
tapings in an eight man tag, however he didn't appear to get hurt during either match so it could just 
be a case of a niggling injury finally becoming serious enough to take some time off. Wyatt was, 
and probably still is, scheduled to be a major part of the Andre the Giant Battle Royal at 
WrestleMania so it makes sense for him to rest up for a week or so. The main event of the Montreal 
show on 11/3 saw Kevin Owens retain the IC title over Sami Zayn & Dean Ambrose in a very good 
three-way. Like the Lesnar vs. Harper match, the three-way can be found online and it is worth 
tracking down if you haven't already.

Taka Michinoku & Taichi Ishikari ran a show with their micro-promotion, TAKA & Taichi Produce,
on 17/3 at Shinjuku Face in Tokyo. The undercard was mostly K-Dojo vs. NOAH matches, 
including Yoshinari Ogawa & Koharu Hinata beating Kikutaro & Bambi when Ogawa pinned 
Kikutaro with a School Boy in 6:49. El Desperado beat Takashi Iizuka via DQ when Iizuka used the
Iron Fingers from Hell. The stipulation was that if Desperado lost he would be kicked-out of 
Suzuki-Gun. Semi-main event saw Minnoru Suzuki, Yoshinobu Kanemaru & Takashi Sugiura 
(GHC Heavyweight Champion) beat Tomoaki Honma, Kengo Mashimo & Hikaru Sato in 14:18 
when Sugiura pinned Sato with the Olympic Slam. In the main event, Jado & Gedo beat Taka 
Michinoku & Taichi and Atsushi Kotoge & Daisuke Harada (GHC Jr Tag Champions) in a non-title 
match when Gedo pinned Taka with the Gedo Clutch. 

Rizin Fighting Federation announced a big fight for their third show in Nagoya on 17/4. Former 
three-time IWGP Heavyweight Champion, Kazuyuki Fujita (45), will face Jiri Prochazka (23) in a 
Heavyweight bout. Prochazka lost to King Mo in the finals of the New Year's Eve Heavyweight 
Grand Prix finals, while Fujita is looking for his first win since March 5th 2008 when he submitted 
Peter Graham via North-South choke at a World Victory Road show. In the meantime, Fujita has 
fought four times since the win over Graham and lost every fight – his last being a unanimous 
decision loss to Satoshi Ishii on the IGF New Year's Eve 2013 show. Also, Allan Nascimento and 
Yuki Motoya will meet in a battle of Flyweight prospects and Hisaki Kato will fight Yuta Watanabe 
at 180lbs. The main event of the show at the 10,000-seat Nippon Gaishi Hall is Kazushi Sakuraba &
Hideo Tokoro vs. Wanderlei Silva and a fighter still to be announced in a tag team grappling match. 
At least Sakuraba won't be taking 70 unprotected punches to the head like he did on New Years Eve
when he was slaughtered by Shinya Aoki. 

For the first time ever, the WrestleMania pre-show will air live on the USA Network at 6pm EST 
and will feature the Andre the Giant Battle Royal. During the Network era, WWE has traditionally 
done a two hour pre-show for WresteMania so it is entirely possible that there will be another hour 
of the kick-off show on the Network starting at 5pm, although that is not official as of yet. USA will
be running WWE programming all week leading up to WrestleMania. There's the go-home RAW 
from the Barclay's Centre in Brooklyn on March 28th. Thursday March 31st is SmackDown with the 
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usual live segments from Axxess & Texas Stadium. Leading in and out of the WrestleMania kick-
off show on April 3rd, USA will be running a Dwayne “the Rock” Johnson movie marathon. April 
4th is RAW with the fall-out and on Thursday April 7th there will be a one hour Hall of Fame special 
immediately following SmackDown. 

New Japan started their Road to Invasion Attack tour on 19/3 in Aichi. In the main event, Katsuyori 
Shibata retained the NEVER title over Satoshi Kojima in 21:16 with the PK. Curiously, the show 
didn't air live on NJPW World and it looks like the same goes for the 20/3 show in Hyogo, which is 
also strange since there are two title matches on that show. From the 19/3 show in Aichi: (1) Rocky 
Romero, Barreta & Gedo beat Kushida, Jushin Thunder Liger & David Finlay in 9:17 when Barreta 
pinned Finaly. (2) Toru Yano, Kazushi Sakuraba & Yoshi-Hashi beat Hiroyoshi Tenzan, Yuji Nagata
& Manabu Nakanishi in 8:41 when Yano pinned Nakanishi. (3) Bad Luck Fale, Tama Tonga, Yujiro 
Takahashi & Cody Hall over Togi Makabe, Tomoaki Honma, Ryusuke Taguchi & Jay White in 
10:12; Tonga pinned Jay White with his DDT. (4) Steve Anthony defeated Tiger Mask for the NWA 
Junior Heavyweight title in 11:30. (5) Kenny Omega over Juice Robinson in 13:26 with a running 
knee. (6) Hiroshi Tanahashi & Michael Elgin over the Young Bucks at 11:16 in a match that sounds 
awesome; Elgin pinned Nick with his Powerbomb. (7) Kazuchika Okada, Hirooki Goto & 
Tomohiro Ishii beat Los Ingobernables de Japon in 15:18 when Goto pinned Bushi. Goto was 
wearing red to mark his offical debut as part of Chaos. (8) Katsuyori Shibata over Satoshi Kojima in
21:16 with the PK. Afterwards, Tenzan challenged Shibata for the title. 

The Hyogo card on 20/3 is: (1) Jay White & David Finlay vs. Rocky Romero & Barreta. (2) 
Kushida vs. Gedo. (3) Yuji Nagata, Manabu Nakanishi & Ryusuke Taguchi vs. Toru Yano, Kazushi 
Sakuraba & Yoshi-Hashi. (4) Katsuyori Shibata & Captain New Japan vs. Hiroyoshi Tenzan & 
Satoshi Kojima. (5) Togi Makabe, Tomoaki Honma, Jushin Thunder Liger & Tiger Mask vs. Bad 
Luck Fale, Tama Tonga, Yujiro Takahashi & Cody Hall (6) NEVER Openweight 6 Man Tag 
Championship Match: The Elite (C) vs. Hiroshi Tanahashi, Michael Elgin & Juice Robinson. (7) 
Kazuchika Okada & Hirooki Goto vs. Tetsuya Naito & Bushi. (8) ROH World TV Championship 
Match: Tomohiro Ishii (C) vs. EVIL. Although the show is not scheduled to air live on NJPW 
World, Chris Charlton noted on Twitter that the Hyogo show would be, “up on World sometime 
Monday.” There was no word on the Aichi show, but I certainly hope they put it up there as 
Kojima/Shibata was no doubt excellent. The rest of the Road to Invasion Attack tour is mostly the 
usual tag match heavy shows, however on 27/3 at Korakuen Hall there is a special NJPW vs. Bullet 
Club show.

The card for 27/3 at Korakuen is: (1) Kushida, Jushin Thunder Liger, Tiger Mask & David Finlay 
vs. Tomohiro Ishii, Toru Yano, Rocky Romero & Barreta. (2) Katsuyori Shibata, Ryusuke Taguchi, 
Captain New Japan & Juice Robinson vs. Hiroyoshi Tenzan, Satoshi Kojima, Yuji Nagata & 
Manabu Nakanishi. (3) NJPW vs BULLET CLUB I: Michael Elgin vs. Cody Hall. (4) NJPW vs 
BULLET CLUB II: Jay White vs. Kenny Omega. (5) NJPW vs BULLET CLUB III: Hiroshi 
Tanahashi vs. Yujiro Takahashi. (6) NJPW vs BULLET CLUB IV: Tomoaki Honma vs. Bad Luck 
Fale. (7) NJPW vs BULLET CLUB V: Togi Makabe vs. Tama Tonga. (8) Kazuchika Okada, 
Hirooki Goto & YOSHI-HASHI vs. Los Ingobernables de Japon. They will be back at Korakuen on
¼ for a show that will be free on NJPW World and there is a special NJPW vs. Bullet Club 
Elimination match and a big Chaos vs. LIJ main event. Card for ¼ at Korakuen Hall: (1) Teruaki 
Kanemitsu vs. Hirai Kawato. (2) Jay White vs. David Finlay. (3) KUSHIDA, Jushin Thunder Liger 
& Tiger Mask vs. Rocky Romero, Barreta & Gedo. (4) Yuji Nagata & Manabu Nakanishi vs. Toru 
Yano & Yoshi-Hashi. (5) Katsuyori Shibata & Ryusuke Taguchi vs. Hiroyoshi Tenzan & Satoshi 
Kojima. (6) Special Elimination Match: Togi Makabe, Tomoaki Honma, Hiroshi Tanahashi, 
Michael Elgin & Juice Robinson vs. Kenny Omega, Bad Luck Fale, Tama Tonga, Yujiro Takahashi 
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& Cody Hall. (7) Kazuchika Okada, Hirooki Goto & Tomohiro Ishii vs. Los Ingobernables de 
Japon.

There are two big Evolve iPPV shows this weekend. On Saturday 20/3, from Queens, NY, Matt 
Riddle challenges Timothy Thatcher for the Evolve title in the main event. Zack Sabre Jr vs. Johnny
Gargano is the semi-final. Also on the card is Chris Hero vs. Tracy Williams, Sami Callihan vs. TJ 
Perkins, Drew Gulak vs. Fred Yehi, and Ethan Page vs. Mike Bailey. Sunday 21/3 is in Brooklyn 
and sees Johnny Gargano & Chris Hero defending the Evolve Tag Team titles against Team 
Tremendous in the main event. Timothy Thatcher vs. Caleb Konley for the Evolve title is the semi-
main. Matt Riddle vs. Chris Hero is on the card and should be awesome. Other matches for the 21/3
include: Zack Sabre Jr vs. Drew Gulak, Sami Callihan vs. Tracy Williams, TJ Perkins vs. Mike 
Bailey, and Ethan Page vs. Fred Yehi. 

The crazy UR Show is on Sunday 21/3 and Dan Severn vs. Tank Abbott in an MMA fight has been 
cancelled due to Abbott failing his physical; what a shocker. Roy Jones Jr vs. Maverick Harvey in a 
Boxing match, Rey Mysterio Jr vs. Kurt Angle in a Pro Wrestling match, and Chael Sonnon vs. 
Michael Bisping in a Grappling match, are all still scheduled to take place.

CMLL ran the iPPV, “Homenaje a Dos Leyendas” on 18/3 and the main event saw Volador Jr beat 
Negro Casas in a Hair vs. Hair match. Casas won the first fall in 31 seconds and Volador took the 
second at 1:50 and the third at 14:53. I haven't seen the match yet, but by all accounts it was 
tremendous. There was a second Hair match on the show, which saw Rush beat Maximo two falls to
one: Rush got DQ'd at 57 seconds of the first fall but came back to win the second at 2:14 and the 
third at 11:49. Also on the show, in a match that sounds like a lot of fun, Dragon Lee, Mascara 
Dorada, Mistico & Valiente beat Kamaitachi, Okumura, Fujin & Raijin. 

The Hulk Hogan/Gawker trail ended much sooner than expected and on 18/3 the jury found in 
favour of Hogan and ruled that Gawker had to pay him $115 million in damages. The verdict was 
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reached fairly quickly and the jury decided that Hogan would receive $55 million in loss of 
economic injuries and $60 million in emotional distress. Gawker have already come out and said 
they will appeal, however it will cost them $50 million just to get this thing in front of an appeals 
court. They also claimed there is “key evidence” that was omitted from the trail on the ruling of the 
judge, Pamela Campbell, which Gawker hope to use during the appeal. Bubba the Love Sponge 
didn't appear or testify during the trail, which is completely baffling when you think about it since 
he and his ex-wife, Heather Cole, are pretty much responsible for this whole débâcle in the first 
place. Gawker believe that Bubba's testimony and statements would have helped sway things in 
their favour, but when you had the former editor of the site,  AJ Daulerio, making absurd comments 
about not publishing a sex tape of a child under the age of four, the company was pretty much dead 
in the water from that point. 

The Mixed Bag Volume 4 – Go Go Go!
Ryan Clingman

What Is The Mixed Bag? A  Twist on the Traditional Wrestling Review.

Welcome, everyone, to the fourth instalment of our ‘Mixed Bag’ series! For those unfamiliar, the 
‘Mixed Bag’ is a slightly different take on the traditional title-recap-thoughts-rating review formula 
that is most often used in wrestling reports from the Observer and Torch to Voices of Wrestling, 
and, yes, even the Cubed Circle Newsletter itself. Instead, the ‘Mixed Bag’ comprises very little 
recap, as a column that aims to provide worthwhile discussion of the matches in question, 
participants, and topics related to the match at hand and pro-wrestling in general. Some weeks will 
feature more from specific shows and promotions than others, but generally speaking any bout from
2015/12/01-2016/11/31 is eligible for discussion. This is a segment dedicated to matches that I have
personally seen and find worthy of prolonged discussion, and with only so much time, any match 
suggestions are always welcomed and appreciated. As always, thanks for reading, and we hope that 
you enjoy this week’s discussion.
 

— Ryan Clingman

After a three week absence we are back with another Mixed Bag segment, where we –  more so over
the past couple of weeks than ever –  attempt to find out just how much a fan can get out of picking 
and choosing matches for five or so hours.

WWE, March 12th 2016, Roadblock, WWE Divas' Championship Match: Charlotte w/ Ric 
Flair vs. Natalya

As has been reiterated several times at this point, including on this very website, Roadblock from an
atheistic and presentation standpoint was but a glorified house show. With that said, there was 
something refreshing about the “House Show Plus” production in comparison to what has become a
tiresomely homogeneous AAA setup on most every taped main-roster shows throughout the year. 
This isn't to say that a minimalist approach is the way to go, but a change of scenery, as used to be 
the case for the monthly pay-per-views, can add to the novelty of what should be, by definition, a 
"special" event.

Apart from the match itself, Michael Cole's call was better than any other perhaps of his entire 
career, as hyperbolic a statement as that may seem. Ric Flair, as Charlotte's second is effective in 
getting audiences invested in her as a performer. At the same time, with Charlotte as a natural heel, 
at least at this time, one has to question pairing the consummate loveable Flair with the (intended) 
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dis-likable champion. In this way the Flair/Charlotte pairing is in some ways similar to the ill-fated 
Miz/Flair pairing –  although it is a more natural one for obvious reasons.

Charlotte and Natalya began with some crisp mat work in what would become the most riveting, 
logically-sound, main roster women's match since AJ Lee versus Natalya from several years ago –  
and for my tastes this match was significantly better. In fact, this Roadblock outing may have been 
better than their stellar NXT affair, which was admittedly several tiers below the big Bayley, Banks,
and Becky Lynch Takeover matches that would follow.

My main gripe relating to the AJ match from several years ago was one that has plagued most every
Natalya match that I have seen, and that is her frequent vocalisations –  a general issue for the main 
roster women's division. As far as my personal viewing experience is concerned, I find unsolicited 
grunting and screaming not only grating, but distracting in most contexts, and thankfully it was kept
to a minimum here. What made this bout better than most of the main roster women's matches since
the rise of Banks and Charlotte, was the crowd reactions, with an already positive Toronto crowd 
heavily behind Natalya, as expected.

Charlotte stole the win with her feet on the ropes coupled with a minor assist from Ric. Whilst that 
spot followed some weak looking strikes during a Minoru Suzuki-Tanahashi figure four slap 
sequence, the light work throughout most of the match didn't detract from a match that exceeded 
expectations quite handily. *** ½ 

WWE, March 12th 2016, Roadblock, WWE World Heavyweight Championship Match: Triple 
H vs. Dean Ambrose

In short, this was THE Triple H match featuring Dean Ambrose –  plodding, methodical, and 
deliberate. This isn't to say that it wasn't a good match, however, this can only be said when 
accepting the fact that it was not a match worked to get Dean Ambrose over in losing, as it could 
have been. Rather, conspiracy theories and speculation aside, it was a match positioning Hunter, at 
least throughout the majority of its run-time, as a babyface. He overcame leg work, refused to tap in
the figure four, and other than his utilisation of the ropes on a pin attempt, fought clean and 
valiantly to regain his championship. He is at  the very least a "cool heel" and at most a "fighting 
babyface" regardless of what the overarching story is meant to be, and this was blatantly obvious 
throughout this defence. *** ½  

ROH, February 26th, 14th Anniversary Show,  ROH World Television Championship Match: 
Tomohiro Ishii vs. Roderick Strong vs. Bobby Fish 

The very existence of this match had me ask the same question as most every triple-threat match I 
see –  why didn't they just book a singles match? This is by no means a slant against the work of 
any of the three performers– but I don't think that many would debate that a singles match between 
Ishii and Fish, or Ishii and Strong would have been far superior to what we received in this opener, 
this is especially true when Ishii pinned Strong again anyway. *** 

ROH, February 26th, 14th Anniversary Show,  Hirooki Goto vs. Dalton Castle w/ The Boys

The thought of Dalton Castle versus Hirooki Goto was not one that screamed "must see wrestling", 
but did very much say “Fire Pro” as something that I needed to seek out. I knew of Dalton Castle 
leading into this viewing, and had seen him on various shows over the past year or so, but as an 
irregular viewer of the Ring of Honor product, Wrestling Twitter and podcasts were the only 
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sources of documentation that I had of his meteoric rise to cult stardom up until viewing this match.
Castle entered as the biggest star on just about the entire show. Sadly, ROH hasn't gotten the better 
end of the NJPW deal with Strong and Castle both falling to upper-mid card NJPW stars with little 
in the way of compensation other than the presence of NJPW talent on ROH shows.  ** ¾ 

ROH, February 26th, 14th Anniversary Show, The Elite (Young Bucks & Kenny Omega) vs. 
KUSHIDA, ACH & Matt Sydal

Make no mistake, as far as international-independent stars are concerned there are very few bigger, 
at least to the American audience, than the Bucks and Omega – amazing considering where Omega 
was in the indie fan psyche but a couple of years ago. There isn't much to say about the match other 
than that, for the most part, it was a near out of control spot fest –  albeit a great one nonetheless. 
The final spot of the match, however, was brilliantly laid out from a storytelling perspective with 
Sydal going for the shooting star press but hesitating as he watched his partner, ACH, take a 
tombstone piledriver on the outside at the hands of Omega. There was a similar spot in a AJ 
Styles/Kota Ibushi match from last year with Omega at ringside, which leads me to suspect that the 
finish to this match was, at least partly, due to Omega. ****

Big Japan Pro-Wrestling, March 6th 2016, Shuji Ishikawa vs. Yuji Okabayashi

There simply hasn't been a mean guy match meaner than this one in 2016. Even watching through a 
feed whose audio and video was entirely out of sync, this was a tremendous hard hitting outing. 
There were several needless headbutts of varying magnitude, which gave me pause in my praise of 
this bout. However, we clearly don't have a yet well accepted way of evaluating matches of this 
sort. If you enjoy the style this may very well be one of your better matches of the year, if not, best 
keep a safe distance. ****

Pro-Wrestling BASARA, January 28th 2016, 'Debut Show ~ Everything is at Stake', Ikuto 
Hidaka (Zero1) vs. Ryota Nakatsu

I was admittedly unfamiliar with both men heading in, although Hidaka was clearly the veteran 
working opposite the much younger Nakatsu, who wrestler in a similar hard hitting style. 
Sometimes it is difficult to connect with completely alien participants, but that was far from the 
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case in the opener to the first ever BASARA show, with Nakatsu taking all that he could and more 
from the more skilled, tougher, stronger veteran. Every no sell made sense in the later stages, as did 
every near fall, and I got into them as someone not even familiar with either man's move-set. In a 
five or so hour session of some great wrestling, this may have very well been the runner up, and is a
15 or so minute outing that deserves more recognition. **** ¼ 

Revolution Pro, January 16th 2016, High Stakes, Big Damo vs. 'Speedball' Mike Bailey

Mike Bailey is one of my favourite performers on the 2016 independent scene and has done some 
of his best work against bigger stronger men such as Drew Galloway and Chris Hero. I expected 
much of the same here, with Speedball attempting to overcome seemingly insurmountable odds. 
And whilst this story was told on commentary, unfortunately it wasn't one that I saw in the ring. 
Bailey knocked Damo off of his feet early and often, losing much of what makes the David v. 
Goliath story so captivating. This is a shame, as they had a very good match regardless, but in 
attempting to have an impressive back and forth battle, lost much of what could have made the bout
special and memorable. 
*** ¼ 

Revolution Pro, January 16th 2016, High Stakes,  Marty Scurll vs. Will Ospreay

As far from the greatest Ospreay fan up until this point, the idea that Marty Scurll vs. Will Ospreay 
could be one of my favourite matches of the year thus far seemed ludicrous coming in –  even more 
so when the match was worked in what has become 2016's answer to the "go go go style" of the 
2000s. But, on the 16th of January 2016 two of the European indies' biggest stars put on one of the 
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very best matches in the style that I have ever seen –  whether we evaluate across the current indies,
2000s ROH, or early 2000s WWE. York Hall was electric from the onset and only got hotter from 
there on in. 

One could argue that the match went about five or so minutes too long, and that the pair did too 
much, but for the crowd and audience it worked, and so in that sense they crafted just about the 
perfect match for the audience. Few matches this year or in the last five have seen as crisp, 
innovative, and flashy sequences as this one, let alone in its near unequalled volume. You may not 
enjoy the style or the competitors, but for what this match was meant to be –  an extravagant all out 
showcase –  it couldn't have gotten better. In this single performance Scurll and Ospreay made a fan
out of me in what is not only Match of the Bag, but a possible match of the year. **** ¾ 

Other Match Ratings: 

Revolution Pro, 2016/01/16, High Stakes, AJ Styles vs. Zack Sabre Jr. **** ¼ 
Inspire Pro, 2016/01/17, Ecstasy of Gold III,  Rocky Starks vs. Sammy Guevara *** ¼ 
CMLL, 2016/02/20, Volador Jr. vs. Negro Casas ** ½ 
ROH, 2016/02/26, 14th Anniversary Show, Kazuchika Okada vs. Moose ***

WWE RoadBlock – March 12th 2016
Ricoh Coliseum: Toronto, ON, Canada.
Ben Carass.

WWE were pushing the idea that the entire WrestleMania card could be thrown into disarray after 
RoadBlock was over. However, inevitably, nothing changed at all and we are still on course for the 
biggest WrestleMania of all-time to end in a monumental failure with the coronation of Roman 
Reigns as the man to carry the company for the next ten years or-so. There is no point anymore in 
pointing out all of Reigns's flaws or how the fans have flat-out rejected him as the top babyface, 
because clearly none of that matters to Vince McMahon. Reigns' big moment was already put on 
hold last year when he was supposed to beat Brock Lesnar for the WWE title at WrestleMania 31, 
so there is no way stubborn old Vince is going to postpone puling the trigger on Reigns – for real 
this time – again this year. Of course they have done incalculable damage to Reigns over the last 
twelve months by booking him into oblivion, but that is completely irrelevant because Reigns is 
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Vince's chosen one and that's all there is to it. Believe it or not, there were quite a few people who 
thought Dean Ambrose actually had a chance of beating HHH for the WWE World title last 
Saturday night, at what was essentially a gussied up house show on the Network. I admire the 
optimism of these people and their ability to hold onto the tiniest bit of hope they have left that 
maybe, just maybe, the WWE will actually listen to the fans instead of treating them like ungrateful 
children who won't finish their vegetables. But seriously, HHH was never going to give up 
defending the WWE title in the main event of the biggest show of all-time and he certainly wasn't 
going to drop the title on a Network house show with a split crew, especially in Canada. 

Here's what you need to know about Roadblock: It was basically a house show with a couple of big 
stars (Brock Lesnar & HHH) and all of the matches ranged from decent to very good. If you didn't
see the show there is absolutely no reason to go out of your way to see anything that happened.

WWE Tag Team Championship: New Day (C) w/Xavier Woods vs. Sheamus & Wade Barrett. 
- New Day retained in 9:35.  New Day were over as huge babyfaces and did their usual shtick 
beforehand; they debuted an actual box of “Booty-O's” cereal. Match was solid; Kofi played 
babyface in peril and Big E ran wild off the hot tag. There was a scary moment when New Day 
went for their Midnight Hour finish: Sheamus was supposed to counter and catch Kofi as he dove 
off the top, however he was completely out of position and Kofi ended up taking a nasty spill on the
canvas. Barrett got a visual pinfall on Big E after the Bullhammer, but Xavier distracted the 
referee. Kofi took out Sheamus at ringside and Big E pinned Barrett with the Big Ending. (**¾)

Paul Heyman cut an awesome babyface promo in the back about how Toronto was the new capital 
of Suplex City and said Brock Lesnar would conquer Bray Wyatt later on. 

Chris Jericho vs. Jack Swagger. - Jericho over in 8:01. Yes, this is a match that actually 
happened. Pre-match, Jericho got a hero's reaction when he came out but he cut a great heel promo 
and buried Canada, and Canadians, which not only got the fans to turn on Jericho, but also incited 
“Assh*le” chants. It was some of Jericho's best mic-work since he came back. The match was kind
of flat, however I dread to think what kind of a reaction they would have got if Jericho had not cut 
his promo. They went back-and-forth; Swagger got more offence in that you would have expected. 
Finish saw Jericho get to the ropes to break the Ankle-lock and he won with the Walls of Jericho. 
(**)
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NXT Tag Team Championships: The Revival (C) vs. Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady 
w/Carmella. - Revival retained in 10:26. Enzo & Cass got a nice pop from the crowd and a decent 
portion of the fans sang along with their catchphrases; there were some fans who didn't know what 
the hell was going on, however. Match was your basic tag team affair, but it was still a lot of fun 
and all four guys looked impressive. Enzo & Cass got their shine early and Cass launched Enzo 
over the top onto both heels. Dash & Dawson got the heat on Enzo and they came up with a few 
cool ways to tease Enzo making the tag before being cut off. Big Cass made the comeback and the 
faces got some nice near-falls with a jumping DDT off the ropes from Enzo and their Rocket 
Launcher finish. Chaos ensued on the outside; Carmella slapped Dawson and Big Cass ended up 
taking a Shatter Machine on the floor. Enzo got another near-fall with a roll-up, but Dash & 
Dawson hit the Shatter Machine for the clean pin. - The fans really got into this match and there 
were loud “NXT” chants throughout. You have to imagine HHH was as smug as could be 
backstage, while I'm sure that all Vince McMahon cared about the size of Big Cass. (*** ¼)

There was an awkward backstage segment with Natalya challenging Charlotte to put the Diva's 
title on the line. Charlotte refused, but when Nattie called her a coward she agreed for some reason
even though she is a heel. Nattie dedicated the match to “Uncle Bret,” so it was clear how this 
thing was going to finish. 

WWE Diva's Championship: Charlotte (C) w/Ric Flair vs. Natalya. - Charlotte retained in 
13:30.  Really good women's match, however they couldn't touch their match from Takeover in 
May 2014. Nattie got the better of the early exchanges of holds and Charlotte went to the floor in 
frustration. Charlotte yanked Nattie out of the ring and started to get the heat; she posted the leg 
and began to work it over. Nattie came back after a chop-battle and hit a Russian Leg Sweep then 
went for the Sharpshooter, but Charlotte kicked free and applied the Figure Eight. Nattie got to the
ropes but Charlotte hit Natural Selection for a near-fall. A few minutes later they battled on the top 
turnbuckle and Nattie hit a sit-out Powerbomb for another near-fall. Nattie eventually got the 
Sharpshooter and the fans went crazy, however Ric Flair reached inside the ring to try and help 
Charlotte get to the ropes. Nattie let go of the hold to yell at Flair and Charlotte rolled her up and
put her feet on the ropes to get the pin. - This was another match that pretty much everyone knew 
the challenger had no chance of winning, but the girls worked very hard and got the fans to bite on 
some of the false finishes. (*** ½)

Brock Lesnar w/Paul Heyman vs. Bray Wyatt & Luke Harper. - Lesnar over in 4:03. That's 
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right, they pulled the old bait-and-switch on us! Bray Wyatt literally did nothing in the match and 
the explanation we got for this being made a handicap match was that he. “made a deal with the 
devil.” Lesnar was over huge as always and he gave Harper the first German Suplex about 20 
seconds into the match. It was a typical Brock Lesnar house show match, with Harper getting a 
little more heat than usual on Brock, but still Lesnar ended up throwing him all over the place for 
the second night in a row. Lesnar hit a bunch of Germans and finished off Harper with the F5. (** 
¾)

Sami Zayn vs. Stardust. - Zayn over in 12:40. This was inexplicable on many levels and the fact 
that they booked Zayn to come from behind to beat Stardust in a long match should tell you 
everything you need to know about how Vince & Kevin Dunn view Zayn in the grand scheme of 
things. Don't get me wrong, Zayn works best at fighting from underneath but even the Toronto 
crowd got bored at seeing there fellow countryman selling for 90% of the match. Finish saw Zayn 
hit his Exploder into the corner and get the win with the Yakuza Kick. (**)

WWE World Heavyweight Championship: HHH (C) vs. Dean Ambrose. - HHH retained in 
24:40. They did some stalling early then HHH proceeded to out-wrestle the babyface clean, until 
Ambrose used a dirty chop-block to get the upper hand. Great psychology, lads. Ambrose worked 
over the knee and wrapped it around the ring post, but HHH came back and kicked Ambrose into 
the steel steps. Ambrose went for his DDT and HHH escaped to hit his High Knee, but Ambrose 
landed the Nigel Jawbreaker Lariat for a near-fall. They ended up on the floor again and HHH 
teased putting Ambrose through the announce table, however Ambrose countered and sent HHH 
into the steps. Ambrose applied the Figure Four then transitioned to the Sharpshooter, which the 
fans went nuts for. The big spot came about 21 minutes in and saw Ambrose hit his DDT and the 
referee counted to three. The crowd lost their minds, however the ref immediately waved off the pin
because Ambrose's foot was underneath the plane of the bottom rope. Fans were furious, but 
started a, “this is awesome” chant. Ambrose scored with a tope then set HHH up on the announce 
table, which Hunter had stripped earlier on. Ambrose went for a running elbow drop off the 
barricade but HHH moved and Dean crashed through the table. They teased a count-out, but since 
this was a HHH match, Ambrose crawled back in the ring a nine and HHH immediately hit an 
ugly Pedigree to get the clean pinfall. - This was a really good main event, aside from the 
backwards psychology early on; it was a little slow to start with and took a while to get going, 
however the drama really ramped up during the closing stretch and they managed to make the 
crowd believe that Ambrose had a chance of winning. (*** ¾)
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RAW Ramblings – March 14th 2016
Consol Energy Arena: Pittsburgh, PA.
Ben Carass. 

For at least the third year in a row, WWE have failed spectacularly at making WrestleMania season 
feel special. We've only got two RAWs left until what will legitimately be the biggest WWE show 
of all-time and the build to the show has been nothing short of a farcical calamity. The main event 
of the show – in that it is being pushed harder than any other match – is the 46 year-old, non-
wrestler and son of the promoter vs. a 50 year-old part-timer who is getting more immobile every 
year. The actual main event of the show – in that it will probably go on last – is the 46 year-old part-
time executive World Champion vs. the biggest flop of a babyface since Lex Luger twenty-two 
years ago. It's a pitiful state of affairs. 

Speaking of pitiful, RAW was in Pittsburgh this week and the crowd lived up to its city's reputation 
of being one of the deadest crowds in the country. The crowd certainly played their part in making 
the show seem cold, however even in front of a hot crowd this episode of RAW would still have 
been a laborious chore to sit through. Let's start with the main event segment, which saw Vince 
McMahon come out to a tepid reaction. Vince was clearly not happy that these fans had been sat on
their hands all night, so he made Lilian announce him again. His plan failed, as he received a 
mixture of indifferent cheers and boos. He said Shane's promise of a better product with fresh 
matches and new guys on top was never going to happen then introduced his own “instrument of 
destruction,” the Undertaker. Vince told Taker to never put his hands on him again and talked 
about how Taker would destroy Shane at WrestleMania. He said some people would call it, “an 
unholy alliance,” but he just calls it best for business. Shane showed up and cut a laughable promo 
about how he would blow Undertaker up by being faster than him and said he would use his body 
as a weapon. He was stumbling all over his words and had to correct himself a bunch of times; it 
was quite sad. Shane's big line was that while he had the misfortune of being Vince's son, 
Undertaker was, “Vince's b*tch.” Taker went to Chokeslam Shane, however Shane escaped then 
threw his abominable punches, which Taker had to sell, then danced like an idiot. Shane ducked a 
shot from Taker, you see because he is quicker than this old man, but Vince shoved Shane into 
Undertaker and Taker gave him the Chokeslam. Taker glared at Vince, who got out of the ring as 
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fast as possible for a 70 year-old man and the show ended with Cole hyping the Cell match. - What 
kind of babyface starts dancing while they are in a fist fight with the Undertaker?! Anyway, that is 
the least of our worries with this program. From their brief altercation here, it certainly doesn't look 
good for the match and they will have to use every gimmick in the world to cover up for Shane's 
deficiencies. The storyline itself is also all over the place. The whole deal with Shane's secret 
deposit box and whatever he was holding over Vince's head seems to have been dropped. Plus, the 
conflict between Shane & Stephanie has not been brought up since Stephanie cut that scathing 
promo two weeks ago. If it feels like they are making this stuff up as they go along, it is probably 
because they are. 

Roman Reigns returned after his nasal surgery and received a unanimously negative reaction; well,
apart from a handful of giddy teenage girls. The deal was set up when Stephanie came out and 
introduced HHH at the top of the second hour- more proof that she has been taken out of the 
Vince/Shane angle. HHH cut a lame knock-off of a Vince McMahon promo from 1999 about the 
fans hating their bosses and such; it went on forever. Finally, Dolph Ziggler showed up and after 
more insufferable dialogue, he called Steph “idiotic” and she slapped him across the face. Steph 
booked Dolph in a match against HHH later on, with the stipulation that Ziggler could have any 
match at WrestleMania if he won, just not the WWE title match. HHH vs. Ziggler went on at the 
top of the third hour and the crowd did not care at all when it started. To say that we only get a few 
HHH matches a year, it was scary how quite the crowd were here. The match was your typical, 
very good HHH affair and the crowd eventually woke up for the near-falls. Finish was virtually the 
same as the Ambrose match at RoadBloack, as Dolph beat the referee's count at 9 and walked right
into a Pedigree for the clean pin. Roman Reigns came down the ramp to a chorus of boos; they 
weren't thunderous heat-generating boos, it was more like a “go-away forever” type of reaction. 
Reigns beat HHH up forever and rammed his face into the announce table just like Trips did to 
him. They fought backstage and HHH got bloodied up and it appeared to be real this time, as he 
needed six staples to close the wound. Reigns shoved some referees and hit HHH with a TV 
monitor then the Usos, Jack Swagger & Mark Henry showed up to talk Reigns down. As the 
camera pulled back, you could see HHH being helped away by Road Dogg, so even after a savage, 
bloody, beating, HHH still couldn't be bothered to sell it. - I know a lot of people are rejoicing in 
this utter failure and finding humour at the expense of Roman Reigns, but to me this whole 
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situation is just plain sad. Since Vince is clearly not changing directions, I suppose the only thing 
you can do is laugh at how monumentally they have botched making Roman Reigns into the next 
top babyface. They seriously need to just cut their losses and turn the guy heel, because his entire 
career is in danger of being ruined if this débâcle continues. 

The other big match at WrestleMania should at least be very good and it would even be hard for the 
team of 28 writers to screw up a Brock Lesnar/Dean Ambrose program. Ambrose came out for 
the second segment at about 8:30pm and cut a promo about nearly winning the WWE title at 
RoadBlock. Lesnar & Heyman came out on the ramp and Paul cut one of his great promos about 
how he was the only man preventing Brock from killing Ambrose right then and there. Ambrose 
challenged Brock to get in the ring but Heyman said he would have to wait for WrestleMania and 
he headed to the back. Lesnar stayed on the ramp then headed down to the ring and Ambrose 
pulled a crowbar out of his jacket. Brock circled the ring and teased running in, but Heyman came 
back and talked Lesnar into retreating. - Heyman & Ambrose were great as always at delivering 
their lines and Lesnar just being Lesnar more often than not leads to a good segment. With this 
being a face vs. face match, Ambrose came off a little heelish by pulling out a weapon for a fair 
fight but I guess the excuse is that it will be a no DQ match and Dean needs all the help he can get 
to beat Lesnar. On that note, later in the show Mick Foley met with Ambrose in the back and 
warned him about the dangers of facing Brock in a no DQ match. Ambrose asked if Foley was 
scared when he was on top of the Cell with Undertaker and Foley said he was terrified, but he kept
going because he was Mick Foley and that was what he did. Ambrose told Foley this is what he 
does, so Mick said he would need something more than his crowbar and gave him a big gift-
wrapped box then said, “Bang, Bang!” Ambrose opened the box and pulled out Foley's old barbed 
wire baseball bat, “Barbie.” - To think we nearly got to see these two men in a feud a few years 
back.

Elsewhere: Show opened with a short New Day promo and they shilled their Booty-O's cereal box.
The League of Nations showed up for another Tag title match for some reason, only this time it 
was Rusev & Alberto Del Rio w/Sheamus & Wade Barrett vs. Big E & Xavier w/Kofi at 
ringside. Match was fine; New Day were the defacto babyfaces again, although they won when 
Xavier rolled up Rusev and he held the tights. Afterwards, the League of Nations destroyed New 
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Day in a beating that lasted a good eight minutes or-so and everyone hit their finishers on the New 
Day. It actually got some decent heat early on, but it just went on so long that the crowd lost 
interest. Later on, the League were with Renee in the back and they challenged New Day to 
another Tag title match at WrestleMania. Ryback beat Sin Cara in 4:15 with the Shellshock. He 
then got on the mic and challenged Kalisto to a US title match at Mania, which if there is any 
justice in the world will be on the pre-show. Sami Zayn downed Miz in 7:15 with his Exploder into
the corner and the Yakuza kick. Kevin Owens was on commentary and was tremendous at 
constantly burying Sami throughout. The match was nothing; Zayn sold for Miz then made his 
comeback and won. Something tells me that Sami isn't going to get over working competitive 
matches with the like of Stardust & Miz. Naomi & Tamina beat Brie Bella & Alicia Fox in 2:40; 
highlight of the match was Lana coming out and sitting on the announce table. She distracted Brie, 
which allowed Team Bad to double-team her and get the pin. Jo-Jo interviewed Paige in the back; 
Lana soon showed up and said Paige used to be a strong European women but had got soft hanging
around all the weak Americans on Total Divas. Paige told Lana she had never even had a match 
and accused her of being promiscuous. Charlotte was interviewed by Renee; she talked about 
holding Sasha Banks' hair while she threw up before her first match and claimed Becky Lynch 
used to hang around and begged to be included. They set up a three-way verbal debate on 
SmackDown with all three women, which I'm sure won't be horrible at all. Usos over Bo Dallas & 
Adam Rose in 2:00; Dudleys were on commentary and said nothing. R-Truth dressed up as a 
penguin (they were in Pittsburgh) and asked Goldust to be his partner; Goldie said, “no.” WHY IS 
THIS STILL A THING?!!! Chris Jericho faced Neville in a noteworthy match that saw Neville 
break his ankle and shin bone while performing and in-ring baseball slide through Jericho's legs.
Neville tried to work through the injury, but the pro, Jericho, took over and called an audible and 
tried to roll him up for the pin. However, Neville's shoulders weren't completely down so Charles 
Robinson didn't count to three and Jericho was incensed. He shoved Robinson and yelled, “He's 
hurt!” Robinson, either thinking on his feet or via instruction through his earpiece, immediately 
called for the DQ at 4:50. Jericho was still furious and he berated Robinson some more afterwards.
He got on the mic and said things like that happen when the fans treat him like a piece of trash and 
disingenuously told them to chant for AJ Styles. AJ showed up and laid out Jericho with his 
Springboard Forearm, which Cole called, “the Phenomenal Forarm,” and stood over him while they
got a shot of the WrestleMania sign in the background. It was a decent little angle, but they are not 
making this fourth Jericho/Styles match feel special at all.  

Mid-South Wrestling (TV #158)
September 18th 1982 
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

Our usual commentary team of Boyd Pierce & Bill Watts opened the show from the announce 
desk. Boyd ran down the show then Watts stated that there would be some new stars coming to the 
Mid-South area. Watts said the first new comer would be the, “Ugandan Warrior,” Kamala and 
he threw to the famous vignette from Memphis, which urban legend has it was filmed in Jerry 
Jarrett's backyard. 

Kamala was in his full loincloth and face paint regalia, complete with a spear and rings through his 
face. An hysterically corny B-movie voice over informed us that Kamala was, “6'9 and 385lbs,” 
then claimed his arms were, “the length of the longest trees” and was, “as strong as some of the 
largest animals known to man.” While all this was going on and Kamala traipsed through the long-
grass in Jarrett's backyard, there were stereotypical African-sounding drums and random jungle 
noises played throughout the vignette. It was, of course, completely racist. 
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Back with Boyd & Watts, who noted that Kamala was “incredibly strange, but impressive 
looking,” and Watts announced that Kamala would make his debut in two weeks. – I have no idea 
what to say about the Kamala vignette. Stuff like this is so hard to take seriously with 2016 eyes, 
because it is impossible to look past the exploitation and incredibly racist overtones. The sheer 
campiness is also hard to overlook from a modern perspective. I mean, this guy was running around
a garden in Tennessee pretending it was the Ugandan jungle and the fans were supposed to believe 
he was an actual wild savage that was coming to their towns to do battle in professional wrestling 
contests. I know this was the American Deep South in 1982, but it still incomprehensible to me that 
this was a 100% serious gimmick that the people were supposed to believe in. 

“Hacksaw” Duggan vs. Jesse Barr. - Duggan over in 3:39. Boyd called Duggan a, “foot-stompin'
roughian.” Barr got some shine with a couple of Armdrags and Duggan rolled outside to break the 
youngster's momentum. Duggan slowed the pace down and cut Barr off with some forearms then 
got some heat; Watts talked about DiBiase & Duggan being stripped of the Tag titles last week. 
Barr made a short comeback and landed a monkey flip, but Duggan cut him off with his NFL 
spearing headbutt then hit his Avalanche Backbreaker to get the win. - Match was fine, especially 
for Duggan standards, and Barr looked good, as he usually did if his opponents gave him a lot of 
stuff to do. 

Non-Title: Ted DiBiase (North American Heavyweight Champion) vs. Johnny Rich. - DiBiase 
over in 4:20. When Boyd Pierce was running down the card at the top of the show, I misheard him 
and thought he said DiBiase would face, “Tommy Rich,” which I was quite excited to see. So 
imagine my disappointment when it turned out to be Tommy's little known cousin, Johnny, 
instead. Match had exactly the same layout as the previous encounter: the underdog babyface shone 
for a while, the heel cut him off with a forearm strike and got some heat, the plucky babyface 
mounted a comeback but the heel cut him off again and got the win. I imagine it was probably done 
for a reason since DiBiase & Duggan were partners.  Rich was nowhere near as polished as Jesse 
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Barr, so this might be one of the only examples of Duggan having a better match on a show than 
DiBiase. Finish saw DiBiase KO Rich with his loaded black glove of doom. 

Back with Boyd & Watts at the desk and Watts said Skandor Akbar would be wrestling for the 
first time since he was North American champion (1974) and had issued Buck Robley with a 
wager. They aired a pre-tape from Akbar, who said that Robley was the kind of guy who wasted all
of his money at the race track and he offered Robley $1000 if he could defeat his opponent faster 
than Akbar could beat his. Watts noted that Robley's opponent would be the son of former World 
Heavyweight Champion Gene, Kelly Kiniski, so he would have a tougher time than Akbar in 
getting a quick win. Watts added that Grizzly Smith would be officially keeping time for both 
matches. 

Skandor Akabr vs. Tim Horner. - Akbar over in 2:10. Akbar jumped Horner from behind before
the bell and proceeded to beat him up with punched and stomps for two minutes. It was incredibly 
dull. There was one hilarious moment when Akbar had just hit the ropes and he took the most 
absurd bump for a punch, which was the highlight of the entire match. Akbar won with the Camel 
Clutch. - This sucked, although it set up something awesome…

After the break, Buck Robley was in the ring and Akbar was stood next to Kelly Kiniski. Akbar 
hyped up Kiniski and said he would give him an extra bonus when he downed Robely then he 
handed over the $1000 to the referee. The time to beat was announced as 2:10 and the referee rang 
the bell. 

Buck Robley vs. Kelly Kiniski w/Skandor Akbar. - Robley over in 0:22. Akbar stalled in the 
ring to try and waste some time, however Robley dropkicked Kiniski into Akbar, who went flying 
out of the ring, and Colonel Buck dropped his loaded forearm pad on Kiniski to get the win. 
Akbar got back in the ring and snatch the money out of referee Alfred Neely's hand, but Robley 
gave him an Atomic Drop and the $1000 went flying high into the air for a fantastic visual. Robley 
picked up the money off the mat and the fans went crazy for this wacky angle. 

Mid-South Tag Team Championship: JYD & Mr Olympia (C) vs. One Man Gang & Killer 
Khan w/Skandor Akbar. - JYD & Olympia retained in 5:15. Really fun TV match. The babyface 
champs out-wrestled the bigger One Man Gang then Khan cut JYD off for the false-heat with 
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some chops. Gang tried a Piledriver but JYD countered and Olympia made the first comeback 
with some dropkicks to both heels. Gang cut Olympia off with a big slam for a near-fall and the 
heat segment. Khan missed his Killer Knee Drop off the second rope and JYD ran wild off the hot 
tag on both monster heels. For the second week in a row, the Dog hoisted up Gang for the Thump 
and pinned him clean in the middle again. - Even though they didn't have a lot of time they still 
managed to cram the old-school basic tag team psychology into a short match without anything 
feeling rushed and the people went nuts when JYD pinned One Man Gang again. As noted last 
week, Gang was on his way out so his role became that of JYD's personal jobber for his remaining 
dates. 

Mr Wrestling II vs. The Grappler. – Wrestling II over via DQ at 5:48. Watts said that some of 
the fans had been talking during the commercial break about it not being the real Grappler and 
there was a, “We want the Grappler” chant when the match started. Watts pointed out that this 
man had a different physique to the Grappler and stated that, “something was afoot.” Match was 
pretty dull and consisted of Two working a bunch of holds until it was time for the big spot. Two 
went after the mask of the imposter Grappler, but the referee got bumped in the process and spilled
outside. The real Grappler hit the ring and nailed Wrestling II with his own patented Knee Lifts. 
Wrestling II countered a third Knee Lift and unloaded on both Grapplers with a bunch of 
authentic Knee Lifts. The referee came to and called for the DQ and Wrestling II sent the 
Grapplers packing and stood tall in the ring. – Sadly the match was no good at all, however the 
angle was great. It is so awesome to see kick-ass babyfaces foil the dastardly heels and not look like
total idiots. A novel concept, I know. The second Grappler here was Tony Anthony, whom we got 
a look at last week without the hood. 

Non-Title: “Iron” Mike Sharpe (Louisiana Heavyweight Champion) vs. Larry Clarke. – 
Sharpe over in 1:43. Typical uneventful Sharpe enhancement match; there was nothing to it 
whatsoever. Sharpe won with ease and used the Piledriver for the finish. 

Back at the desk with Boyd & Watts. Just like at the top of the show, Watts talked about the new 
talent coming to Mid-South and he threw to a tape of the Mongolian Stomper from Florida TV. 
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Stomper was wrestling Jim Jones and his manager, Don Carson, was at ringside and he 
occasionally interrupted Gordon Solie on commentary to talk about how awesome the Stomper 
was. Stomper beat the hell out of Jones and won with the vaunted Shinni nu maki. Watts put 
Stomper over big time and said he would be here in two weeks. They wrapped up the show and 
Watts recapped the Robley/Akbar $1000 angle then hyped Robley vs. One Man Gang in a 
Lumberjack match for next week. 

Once again we got a very strong hour of TV from Mid-South this week. It's always fun to see tapes 
from other territories and the Stomper footage certainly made him seem like a big deal. The 
Kamala vignette was a different story entirely, but it was still an iconic moment in time for the 
business; even if it was for all the wrong reasons. The continuity between DiBiase & Duggan's 
singles matches was a nice touch and although there were some not so good in-ring moments, the 
Akbar/Robley angle for the $1000 was great and the same goes for the Mr Wrestling 
II/Grapplers deal. Also, JYD & Olympia vs. One Man Gang & Killer Khan was a really fun TV
match and a textbook example of tag team psychology. 

Next Week's Issue

We have been teasing some exciting content for a few weeks now, but I can guarantee some very 
exciting and thought provoking content in the next few days. This is in addition to all of the news in
next week's issue, RAW from Monday, a review of which is already up on the site, possible Mixed 
Bag, and much more!

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email
General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com
Ben Carass’ Twitter: @BenCarass
Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman   
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